CONTACT RETENTION TESTING - HOW TO USE THE RTCRT™ TOOL

The RTCRT™ contact retention test tools are intended to be used for verifying that connector contacts are properly inserted and locked in the retaining clips. Figure 1 illustrates typical retention tools (A) with the probe in the "PIN" contact configuration, and (B) in the "SOCKET" contact configuration. The tools must be used only on the proper sized contacts of the proper contact family. Due to the dimensional differences in connectors and contacts, use of this type of tool on any contact other for which it was intended, can result in an erroneous check or possible damage to the connector.

TOOL PREPARATION:

The RTCRT™ is designed to be as safe to the test connector and as easy to use as possible. It is designed in such a way that an unseated contact will be pushed back only as far as the interfacial seal. Therefore it is important to select the correct tool for the specific connector style and contact size you will be testing. Tools are available for contact sizes #12, #16, #20 & #22 that will be reflected in the tool part number and color code. It is important to select the correct tool to insure the most effective repeatable test. Prepare the tool in the proper pin or socket contact configuration. The tools are equipped with a replaceable, double ended probe (FIGURE 2). Probes are removed by pressing in on the white button recessed inside the back of the tool handle. It is inserted from the front end of the tool by pressing in until it snaps into place. The plastic end of the probe is used on "PIN" contacts and the metal probe end is used on "SOCKET" contacts.

THE TEST:

Align the tool along the axial center line of the contact to be checked and locate the probe on the contact. The pin probe is plastic and has an indentation that will prevent its sliding off the pin contact. The socket contact probe is metal, and it is intended to fit inside the socket contact.

Maintaining alignment, carefully press forward until the tool releases or the contact moves back into the connector. In either case, the forward motion of the tool will stop when the "TOOL STOP" meets the connector face or shell.

Disengage the tool and proceed to the next contact.

TYPICAL RTCRT™ TEST PROFILE

[Graph showing the test profile with labels for peak test force, return spring force, probe travel inches, and applied force in lbs.]
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